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Eukaryotic Gene Regulation  

 Transcription factors: ensure proteins are made at right time 
and in right amounts.  

 One type forms complexes that guide & stabilize binding of RNA 
polymerase to promotors.  

 Other contains regulatory proteins that control rate or transcription.  

 Ex. Activators- fold DNA so enhancer sites are close to complex increasing 
rate of transcription 

 Ex. Repressor- bind to specific sites on DNA to prevent binding of 
activators.  

 

 Complex structure of Eukaryotic DNA also regulates 
transcription 

 



Hox genes 

 Recall sequence of development… 

 Homeobox (Hox) genes: group of genes that control 
differentiation.  

 Hox genes responsible for determining body plan of 
organism, control what body part will develop in a 
given location.  

  studies of mutations in Hox genes of fruit flies where 
legs developed where antennae should be has helped 
scientists understand more how genes control body 
plan 
 



RNA Interference  

 Other method of gene regulation 

 Small pieces of double stranded RNA in cytoplasm 

cut by enzyme called dicer 

 Resulting small interfering RNA bind to protein 

complex that degrades one strand of RNA, bond 

to specific section of mRNA causing mRNa to be 

cut and unable to go through translation 



Mutations  

 Mistakes are rare & cell’s repair mechanisms can repair 

some damage but sometimes permanent changes occur- 

called mutation 

 Point mutations involve a chemical change in one base 

pair and can cause genetic disorder 

 Substitution- one base is exchanged for another- most are 

missense – codes for wrong amino acid.  

 Some nonsense- change code to a stop codon causing translation to 

terminate early- protein cannot function  



Mutations  

 Insertions: additions of nucleotides to DNA sequence; loss 

of nucleotide = deletion  

 Change sequence of 3 codons- called frameshifts 

 Ex. Deletion- Cystic fibrosis 

 Ex. Insertion- Crohn’s disease  

 Large portions of DNA can also be mutated- one/more 

genes can be deleted or moved to different location on 

chromosome or another 

 Tandem repeats- increase in number of copies of repeated 

codons- involved in number of inherited disorders.  

 Ex. Fragile X- mental & behavioral impairments 

 Near end of normal X chromosome section of CGG codons that 

repeat hundreds of times (appear to be hanging from  normal end 

of chromosome)  



Protein Folding & Stability  

 Change of one amino acid for another can change 

the sequence of amino acids in a protein- 

changing folding of protein.  

 Ex. Sickle cell  

 Codon for glutamic acid (GAA) change to valine (GUA)  

changing structure of hemoglobin  

 Glutamic acid- polar but valine nonpolar- because of 

charge difference folding into different shape  



Causes of Mutations  

 Point mutations can occur spontaneously- go unfixed one in one billion (b/c of 

proofreading mechanism in DNA replication)  

 Chemicals & radiation can cause damage to DNA- mutagens  

 Chemicals cause changes structure of bases, base mispair or bond with wrong 

base. – cannot replicate properly  

 Scientists may simulate to treat HIV to keep viral DNA from copying 

 Radiation- gamma rays, x-rays- electrons release from atoms causing free 

radicals that react violently with other molecules including DNA 

 UV does not carry enough energy to eject electrons from atoms but can cause 

adjacent thymine bases to bind to each other disrupting structure of DNA therefor 

cannot replicate properly unless repaired.  

 



Body vs. Sex cell mutation 

 Mutation in body cell may become part of genetic sequence and therefore in 

future daughter cells but not passed onto next generation.  

 Neutral mutations  

 When mutation results in production of abnormal protein cell might not be 

able to perform function and cell death may occur 

 

  mutations in sex cells are passed on to organism’s offspring and present in 

every cell of offspring.  

 Many cases do not affect function of cells in organism though may affect 

offspring drastically  


